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Bringing RES into the electricity market: 
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 RES should fully participate in: Forward, Day-ahead, Intraday and 
Balancing markets. Orders placed by RES on the market should reflect 
the real value of electricity; 

 
 RES should bear the electricity market specific risk including price risk 

and volume risk; 
 
 RES should be responsible for their imbalances; 

 
 To mitigate the risk related to imbalance, RES should fully utilize the 

flexible reserve energy services offered by producers and actively 
participate in Day-ahead and Intraday markets; 

 
 The „green” value of electricity produced by RES should be 

remunerated through separated support schemes e.g. a premium on top 
of the exchange price or a „green” certificate system. 



Supporting scheme for RES: 
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 Supporting scheme for RES should be ecomically efective and cannot 
distort electricity price signal determined on the market; 

 
 Supporting scheme for RES cannot distort competition among 

generators and cannot create improper cross-subsidy of costs on the 
market; 

 
 Supporting scheme for RES should be standardized across Europe 

and in future should create integrated pan-European supporting 
scheme; 
 

 The „green” certificate supporting system seems to be the only 
solution able to perform such role: 

 - enablig Member States to promote the most effective RES technologies   
 - diversifying the number of „green” certificates depending on the technology 
 - enabling of trading of „green” certificates on common European market 



Re-establish wholesale price as a reference 
signal for investments in generation: 
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 Remove potential market distortions leading to misrepresentation of 
the price signals (subsidy schemes, price regulation, bidding 
restrictions); 

 
 Study the role of price spikes / scarcity rents as a potential solution to 

the „missing money problem”; 
 
 Strenghten the role of the Intraday and Balancing Markets as principle 

flexibility tools; 
 

 Harmonize Balancing Markets / system services (cross-border 
balancing, proper allocation of balancing costs / elimination of cross 
subsidy through transmission tariff, harmonization of imbalance 
settlement). 



Transmission grid model: 
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 Implementation of flow based capacity allocation mechanism, which 
takes into account the network topology and grid constraints and can 
significantly improve the utilization of the grid; 

 
 Harmonisation and integration of market based balancing services to 

provide TSOs with more opportunities to reduce the costs of balancing 
and to minimise the distortion of imbalance settlement prices; 

 
 Delimitation of bidding zones to improve electricity price signals; 

 
 Coordinated grid development focused on limitation / removal of 

existing „bottlenecks”; 
 

 Implementation of smart grid enabling development of distributed 
flexible generation (including prosumers), demand side response and 
aggregated balancing. 



Rewarding capacity: 
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 Currently, different national models exist or are being introduced to 
reward capacity. The methods to determine the need of Capacity 
Mechanisms (CM) are diverging. Efforts should be made to harmonize 
these methods on a European scale in order to get the same diagnosis 
on the need or lack of CM and to avoid the negative impact of 
incoherent mechanisms on the market; 

 
 Before designing CM in final shape, the potential of the Energy Only 

Market (EOM) has to be fully used, besides expanding grid 
infrastructure, fostering energy efficiency and demand-side 
management. 



Quotation of yearly BASE_2014 contracts on selected 
European exchanges (€/MWh) 
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Daily DAM prices on selected European exchanges (€/MWh) 
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Thank you 
 

 


